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Abstract 
A model for the core of a viscous vortex is presented. 
It is based on a s i d a d t y  solution to the Naner-Stokes 
equations in which the following assumptions are made: 
the flow is incompressible; . the flow is axisymmetric; 
., 
the flow is conical; 2 
the Reynolds number is high; 
the vortex is slender. 
Under them assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equations and 
the continuity equation take the form of four coupled, non- 
linear, ordinary differential equations. These equations are 
discretized using centered differences, and solved by a New- 
ton procedure, after imposing appropriate boundary condi- 
tions. The model is found to agree fairly well with ex- 
perimeutal data of Earnshaw [l], and very well with the 
matched asymptotic solution for a vortex core developed 
by Hall [2]. The level of total pressure loss pxedicted in the 
core of the vortex is found to be independent of Reynolds 
number, depending only on the edge circumferential veloc- 
ity. Some implications of this result on the prediction of 
the onset of vortex bursting are given. 
W 
Introduction 
Due to the critical role that vortices play in aeronautical 
engineering, naval engineering and metmrology, a number 
of modela for vortex cores have been developed through the 
years. These have ranged from very simple nd hoc models 
to complicated mnltiple-scale analyses. In this paper, the 
vortex core wiU be modeled as a region of distributed vor- 
ticity. Similar models have been proposed by Long [3], Hall 
[2], Luckring [4] and Brown (51, among others. 
While a vortex core of distributed vorticity can occur 
only in a viscous flow, Euler calculations of vortex flows by 
the authors [6,7] and others [8,9,10] indicate that the dis 
Crete Euler equations model the flow inside a vortex core 
surprisingly well. In particular, the level of total pressure 
loss inside the core of a given vortex computed by the dis- 
crete Euler method is independent of computational pa- 
rameters such as mesh spacing and artificial viscosity level 
[Ill. and agrees well with losses measured in experiment W 
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Figure 1: Cylindrical Coordinate System 
[12]. Navier-Stokes c d d a t i o l u  [9,13,14] have comparable 
l o w .  This numerical evidence has driven the authors to 
determine whsther there is a vortex core model which ac- 
counts for viscosity, but has a total presanre loss level that  
is independent of the level of viscosity. 
Burgers' Vortex 
Burgers developed a core model [I51 that, it will be 
shown, has this characteristic. It is an exact solution to 
the axisymmetric, incomprnvlible Navier-Stokes equations. 
For the cylindrical (r,6,2) system, shown in Figure 1, the 
velocity field is given by 
u = -AI 
u = u(r) 
w = 2Az 
where u(r) is to be determined from the 8-momentum equa- 
tion. The velocities are non-dimensionalired by a reference 
velocity W ,  and r and I are nondimensionalized by a ref- 
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identically. The r-momentum equation (with pressure non- 
dimensiondized by pW2) reduces, for the above choices of 
u. u and w. to 
The z-momentum equation redncea to 
. . 
v 
and the e-momentum equation becomes B u r g e r s ’  Vor t ex  
Toto1 P r e s s u r e  Distribution 
O ’ ]  1 
- 0 . 2  
Burgers’ original analysis waa carried out in unscaled 
variables. The relation between the total pressure and the 
Reynolds number may bt seen more easily, however, by 
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Figure 2: Burgers’ vortex - w/f” vs i 
does not deet the continuity equation. The B-momentum 
equation becomes 
The position of the sedge” of the 
I/-, which implies that  
r., scales with 
Applying the boundary conditions of zero swirl on the vor- 
tex axis and a potential flow at large radius, 
v 
6 = 0  at  i = O  
ii- Af/2  aa i - 0 0  
yields the solution 
0 = & 2 i  (1 - .-”) 
where f is a scaled circulation, related to the physical cir- 
culation r by 
The r and I momentum equations, when integrated, yield 
the relation for the static preasnre: 
From this the total pressure may be calculated, giving 
Figure 2 is a plot of po/fz as a function of i which holds 
for any Reynolds number. This means that the level of the 
total pressure loss in the core is set solely by p, where 
W 
I‘ - r G .  
Thus, 
and, for a given edge drcnmferential velocity, the total 
pressure loss level in a Burgers’ vortex is independent of 
Reynolds number. If the value of the edge velocity, vc, is 
known, the magnitude of the total p rwnre  loss in the core 
is determined. This is not an obvious result - the static 
pressure depends on the Reynolds number, aa d o e  the ra- 
dial velocity. The didtributionof the total p rwnre  loss does 
depend on the Reynolds number; it scales with I/-. 
f - We, 
Conical Core Model 
While Burgers’ vortex exhibitn the desired independence 
of Reynolds number for the level of the total pressure loss, 
the velocity field is necessarily a very contrived one. In this 
section of the paper, a conical analog to Burgers’ vortex is 
derived which exhibits the same behavior for the total pres- 
sure. The assumption is made that, in the B-momentum 
equation, the viscous terms are not negligible, but of the 
same order as the convective terms. The core w also as- 
sumed to be slender and conical. While a viscous flow may 
not be truly conical, the approximation is a reasonable one 
due to the high Reynolds number. 
The equations of motion for a steady, axisymmetric, vis- 
cous incompressible flow are the continuity equation, 
aw 
0, 
i a  
- - (Tu)+  - = 
r ar aI 
the r-momentum equation, 
2 
v 
the 8-momentum equation, 
and the z-momentum equation, 
where the Reynolds number is based on a reference length 
L and a reference veloaty W. Introducing the conical vari- 
ables 4 = rfz and C = and assuming conical 
self-similarity (that the solution is independent of C ) ,  the 
continuity equation becomes 
-0 ( w -  ;) + 2 $  = 0 
The r-momentum equation becomes 
-PI + - -O(w-;)ur-T V' - 
the @-momentum equation becomes 
A Re.  [ ( l + @ ) V " +  ($+ZQ)v'-;] 
and the z-momentum equation is given by 
-L [ (1 + 02) w" + ($ + 20) w']  
Re, 
In the above, Re, is a Reynolds number based on the local 
value of E and the primes denote differentiation by 0. Since 
the Reynolds number has a z-dependence, the conical as- 
sumption does not truly hold. Conical self-similarity may 
therefore hold only in a "local" sense. 
As with Burgers' vortex, Reynolds number dependence 
may be wen most easily by scaling the variables. Introduc- 
ing the scaled variablw 
i = UJiTZ; 
i t = *  
6 = w  
W and dropping the terms that are higher-order in Re,, the 
continuity equation becomes 
the r-momentum equation becomes 
the &momentum equation becomes 
and the z-momentum equation becomes 
where the primes now denote differentiation with respect 
As written, there are no parameters in these equations 
- they enter only through the boundary conditions. The 
equations require one boundary condition each for p and 11, 
and two each for v and w. The boundary conditions chosen 
for the velocities are 
to J. 
where the last boundary condition is implemented as 
i ! '= -p /p  at 6 = 0 , ,  - - 
This system of equations for the velocities is rewritten as 
a set of five firstorder equations and solved using centered 
differencar and a Newton pracedure. The equation for the 
pressure is then integrated independently, to give the static 
pressure Coefficient C,. The total pressure coefficient, 
is calculated fiom C, and the velocities. 
There are two parameters in the boundary conditions; 
p and &,.l. Solutions may be characterized by a single 
parameter, however. This parameter, va,  is the maximum 
circumferential velocity of the vortex. Plots of the veloci- 
ties and pressures for three different values of u. are shown 
in Figures 3-6. As the edge circumferential velocity in- 
cremes, the axial veloaty surplus in the core increases and 
the static and total pressures in the core decrease. As can 
also be seen, the gradients of circumferential velocity and 
total p rwure  are much more localized about the axis of the 
vortex than are the gradients of axial velocity and static 
pressure. 
The scaled circulation f is related to the physical CITCU- 
lation r by the relation 
f - 2 = r G .  
3 
Similority solution. 
Swirl velocity vs phi 
Similority solution. 
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Figure 3: Conical vortex - 6 vs 4 
Similority salutian. 
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Figure 4: Conical vortex - 6 vs 6 
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Figure 5: Conical vortex - 0, vs 6 
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Figure 6: Conical vortex - C h  vs 6 
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Table 1 os and Ch,., bo fnnctions off and &,- 
Similarity s o l u t i o n  r e s U ~ t S  
Mox swirl vs m i n  t o t o 1  p r e s s u r e  
”’ 1 
VB 
W Fignre 7: conical vortex - Ch,.. vs 0. 
The size of the vortex scala, with I/-. Thus, as was 
the case with Burgers’ vortex, i t  is the drcnmferential ve- 
locity we that eets the level of the total pressure loss in the 
core. That this ia trne may be e n  in Table 1, where the 
maximum circumferential velocity v. and the minimum to- 
tal pressure me tabulated for scvaal d u e s  of &,- and ?. 
The variation of Ch,.,, with 0. is shown in Figure 7. The 
solid line is the resnlt of the conical model; the symobls are 
the cume 
Ch,,- = 1 - 2& 
This is the fnnctional relationship that o c m n  for a very 
simple c o n  model [lS] in which: 
1. radial velocity ia negligible; 
2. circnmferential velocity is uniform and vanishes on the 
axis; 
the total pressure relation. 
3. changes in static preglure and axial velocity cancel in 
Thns, aa with Burgers’ vortex, the total pressure loss is pro- 
portional to the square of the edge circnmfereutial veloaty 
of the vortex. 
4 Comparison of Results 
A comparison of the conical model with experimental 
measurements of the core of a leading-edge vortex for a 
5 
delta -g is shown in Fignra, 8-11, The experiment Was 
carrid out by Earnshaw [l]. In the figures, the solid line 
represend the conical model and the symbols represent the 
experimental data. The spatial coordinate is normalized by 
the m i - s p a n  of the wing. The calculation was carried out 
so as to match the Reynolds nnmber and maximum swirl 
velocity of the experiment. 
The large gradient in drcnmferential velocity in the core 
is modeled we& however the rate of decay of circumferen- 
tial velocity tar from the axis is nuderpredicted. The axial 
velocity snrplna in the core is overpredicted, as is the suc- 
tion peak in the voortex. The level of total pressure loss on 
the axia is matched with experiment; howaver the width of 
the 1-y re,qion is drastically underpredicted. 
The shortcoming. of the model could be attributed to 
three featnrcs of the apuiment which arc not included in 
the mod& too low a R e y n o b  number, lack of axisymme- 
trj doe to the piestnce oi the 01 tnibdencc. The 
Reynolda number in the experiment .N on the order of 
oue million, so that the high-Reyndd. nnmber asurnp 
tion should hold. The traverses tkrougb the measnred vor- 
tex s h m d  a certain -at of ..~mmetry, however not 
enongh to invalidate the mod& The mal culprit appears 
to be turbnlence. Since. the m e 4  voltex shows a more 
difiae louy region, them must ba a W v e  process in 
the experiment that is not modeled in the similarity solu- 
tion. Matching the solution to  the experiment at a higher 
Reynolds number improved the comparison for the total 
pressure loss distribution, bot degrade’ the results for the 
static preglure and swirl velocity. 
Another effect that mnst be considered is expenmental 
error. The total pressun loss waa m e d  with a five-hole 
probe that was locally *ed with the flow. Tbe measured 
losay region is only two or three probe-widths in extent, 
however. In addition, the actnal magnitude of the total 
pressnre loss is small in comparison with the free-stream 
pressnr+. The total p ~ a s u r e  loss coeRieient, c h ,  may be 
related to the incremental total pressure Iw, giving 
Thns for a core loss Ch,in = -1.0, the total preglure loss 
is only three percent of the frwtream total pressure, which 
conld be difficnlt to measure accurately. 
A comparimn of the new conical con model with the 
matched asymptotic expansion of Hall [2] is shown in Fig- 
ares 12-15. Here the agreement in very good. The cir- 
cumferential velocity and the static presenre are matched 
extremely well. The axial veloaty surplns is 1- in the con- 
ical model,and the total pressnre loss in the core is greater. 
The close comparison of the conical similarity solution 
and Hall’s matched asymptotic expansion is doe to marked 
similarities in the two derivations. Hall’s model is composed 
of a viscous, non-conical inner solution matched to an in- 
viscid, conical outer solntion. The inner equations bear a 
resemblance to the conical modd presented here. Since Hall 
is matching to conical outer condition., it is not surprising 
that his solution closely resemblea the conical similarity SD 
lution. 
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Discussion 
The model aa it stan& could help to give mme insight 
into prediction of t h e  onset of vortex bursting. Experi- 
menta S ~ O R  that  the magnitude of the core total pravlure 
loss g~eatly affect8 the o c c ~ n c e  of bursting [17]. Several 
theoretical mad& relate the onset of bursting to a “mi& 
ical swirl angle* [la]. The model developed in this paper 
shows a dixect correlation between core total pressuxe Ices 
and u., the edge swirl veloaty of the vortex. Since the core 
total presmrr loss and edge swirl veloaty predicted by the 
model compare well with experiment. the on& of bursting 
should be predicted well by the model. Since the model 
is conical, it cannot modd bunting. It could, however, be 
uaed Y an upstream condition for a vortex in a pressure 
gradient. Grabowski and Eerger [19], for instance, carried 
out a numerical study of vortex bursting by assuming an 
upetream state for the voxtex and solving the axisymmetric 
incompressible Navier-Siob equations for the bursting of 
this vortcx. Their upiream state waa an a priori funciion 
of the radinr. Using a more physically justifiable upstream 
state codd lead to mom meaningful results. The core model 
pressnted hem could fill that role. 
Another advantage of the model is the generality of its 
derivation. Similarity equations for a compressible viscoos 
core model can be derived by a process similar to the one 
demonstrated above. This has been done, yielding the set 
of ordinary differential equations below. They consist of 
the continuity equation 
w 
the r-momentum equation 
‘I-1 , i i t z  
-7 - ( f l )  = ‘I 
the 8-momentum equation 
the z-momentum equation 
and the energy equation 
where the prima, denote differentiation with respect to 6. 
In the above, 
T F =  
(I - 1) M& 
i ’ P  
and the other variables are scaled as before. The perfect 
gas law baa been used to eliminate the pressure. 
Again the equations of motion have been simplified to a 
set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations. So- 
lutions to this set of equations have not yet been obtained. 
r/ 
Conclusions 
A modd for an kdsymmetric vortex in high Reynolds 
number flow has been presented. It is based on a new 
similarity solution to the Navier-Stokes equations. The 
modd compares well with the previously edsting model of 
Hall, due to the similarities in their derivations. The model 
compares well in a qualitative sene  with experimental re- 
sults. The measured vortex appeared more dfluse than the 
model, most probably owing to the effects of turbulence. 
The model is extendable to compressible flow, and shows 
promise in the prediction of the on& of vortex bursting. 
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